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Reversible fingerless gloves 

 

This is an ideal first “in-the-round” fingerless glove project.  Knitted in the round, in plain stocking stitch, 

the variegated yarn itself provides the interest and detail.  Shaping is provided by simple decreases and 

increases.  Wear whichever side that takes your mood!  They’re reversible! 

Yarn:  100g (190m/208yds) The Wool Company Perendale in Multi Faberge.  Or 100g (190m/208yds) of any 

DK-weight yarn.   

Gauge/tension:  approx 21s x 32r over 10cm (4”) on 3.75mm (US 5) needles in stocking stitch.  As you’re 

not working with a large number of stitches, it doesn’t matter if your gauge is out by a stitch.  If you have 

slender hands, a gauge of 22 stitches to 10cm might give you a better fit.  Alternatively, if you have larger 

hands, a tension of 20 stitches to 10cm would be better. 

Needles:  3.75mm (US 5) DPNs (or short circulars if you prefer) 

Size:  Medium.   (hand width above thumb – 20cm, hand length from top of middle finger to base of wrist – 

18cm) 

Finished measurements:  approx 40cm (16”) after blocking.  Circumference at cuff edge:  approx 22cm (8 

¾”) round (will comfortably fit a 26cm (10”) round forearm). Circumference at wrist:  16cm (6½”).   

Definitions: 

K = knit 

P = purl 
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M1 = with left needle tip, lift strand between needles from front to back and knit through the loop at the 

back (this makes a virtually invisible increase). 

KFB = increase one stitch by knitting into the back and front of the same stitch 

K2tog= knit two stitches together  

pm = place marker 

sm = slip marker 

Instructions: 

Cast on 48 stitches and divide evenly over three needles.  Knit 5 rows of K2, P2 rib.  Then change to 

stocking stitch and knit until the cuff measures 10cm (4”).   

K11, pm, K2tog, K22, K2tog, pm, K11 (46 stitches).  Knit two rows. 

K11, sm, K2tog, K20, K2tog, sm, K11 (44 stitches).   

Knit without further decreases until glove measures 24cm.   

K11, K2tog, K18, K2tog, K11 (42 stitches) Knit two rows even. 

K11, K2tog, K16, K2tog, K11 (40 stitches) Knit two rows even. 

K11, K2tog, K14, K2tog, K11 (38 stitches).  Knit two rows even. 

K11, K2tog, K12, K2tog, K11 (36 stitches).  Knit two rows even. 

K11, K2tog, K10, K2tog, K11 (34 stitches). Remove markers.  Knit 8 rows.  Cuff measures approx 31cm. 

Right hand: 

Increase row:  K8, M1, K3, M1, K12, M1, K10 (37 stitches).  Knit one row even. 

Next row, start thumb gusset:  K9, pm, KFB, K1, KFB, pm, K25.  Increase in the first and last stitch between 

markers every alternate row until you get 17 stitches between the markers.  Knit one row even.  Transfer 

the 17 stitches between the markers on to a piece of waste yarn and fasten.  (34 stitches in the remaining 

hand section).   Now continue instructions below for both hands. 

Left hand: 

Increase row:  K10, M1, K12, M1, K3, M1, K8 (37 stitches).  Knit one row even. 

Next row, start thumb gusset:  K25, pm, KFB, K1, KFB, pm, K9.  Increase in the first and last stitch between 

markers every alternate row until you get 17 stitches between the markers.  Knit one row even.  Transfer 

the 17 stitches between the markers on to a piece of waste yarn and fasten.  (34 stitches in the remaining 

hand section).  Now continue instructions below for both hands. 
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For both hands: 

Continue knitting remaining stitches in the round until the glove measures approx 39cm.   Next row, (P2, 

K2) rib until end of row.  Because 34 stitches will not divide evenly into alternating K2, P2, insert two single 

rib stitches into the mix (eg. P2, K1, P2, K2, P2, K1 etc).  (This is so that you don’t end up with one block of 

four purl or knit stitches).  Knit a further 4 rows in rib as set.  Cast off loosely. 

Make the thumb:  Return the 17 held stitches across three needles.  Knit two rows.  Next row, K1, P1 rib 

for 3 rows.  (There will be two K stitches at the end of the row).  Cast off loosely (use a needle half a size 

bigger if your cast-off is tight) and weave in loose ends. 

For reversible gloves, be extra tidy when you weave in your loose ends so that the purl side looks good 

when you wear them inside out. 

Blocking suggestion:  For an ideal shape, wet block, pat them into shape and hang them over a rail to dry. 


